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Views on race spurn science
Some say exhibit not enough
to sway racial biases
The off-campus company that prints the
Spartan Daily experienced technical difficulties
early Monday that resulted in a delayed publication that day. Papers arrived on campus at 3 p.m.
Monday. As usual, all stories are available online at
thespartandaily.com. The Spartan Daily regrets
any inconveniences caused by Monday’s delay.

By Mari Sapina-Kerkhove
Daily Staff Writer
When Mike Hwang left the military, he took with him
a lesson for life: one can tell people they’re all equal, but
in the end, skin color is going to decide whether some are

more so than others.
During his time in the military, the international business major said, he was surrounded by people of different
ethnicities, many of whom had the exact same education
level and qualifications.
“But who’s gonna get promoted?” he asked. “White
people.”
Studying on the fifth floor of the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library on Thursday, Hwang said he didn’t
have a chance to look at the exhibit a few feet away from
him titled “All of Us are Related, Each of Us is Unique.”
But given his own real-life experience, he said, the

exhibit, which builds on recent scientific findings in the
Human Genome Project that from a biological perspective
there is no such thing as race, is of little relevance to him.
Elena Dorabji, a political science lecturer, said there is
a certain “disconnect” between the reality of race relations
in America and the exhibit’s central theme that, regardless
of skin color, all humans are genetically 99.9 percent the
same.
“(The scientific findings) aren’t as powerful as they need
to be, because people aren’t gonna be persuaded by abstract

see COLOR, page 8

Scuba students learn appropriate dive techniques
By Theresa Smith
Daily Staff Writer

Carien Veldpape / Daily Staff
Students in scuba diving, a human performance class, practice techniques Thursday afternoon in the Spartan Complex, where an indoor pool is
located. Students in the class have the opportunity to go to Monterey Bay at the end of this semester for a final evaluation.

Greek councils stress responsible
alcohol use in biannual seminar
By Robert S. Hong
Daily Senior Staff Writer
Multicolored suits and formal
dress attire were standard fare
at the Barrett Ballroom in the
Student Union on Monday night
as members of San Jose State
University’s Greek system sat

awaiting a biannual alcohol awareness seminar organized by two
SJSU Greek councils.
“Tonight is about alcohol awareness and how to be responsible
citizens,” said junior John Stoll,
vice president of SJSU’s Interfraternity Council, which governs 10
of SJSU’s 21 fraternities.

“Many new members are young,
and we want to make them aware
of the harms and dangers of drinking and drugs,” Stoll said.
Senior communications major
Erin Keifer is the president of
the Panhellenic Council, which

see ALCOHOL, page 3

Scuba diving is one of the many
physical education activities at San
Jose State University, and students
are taking advantage of the two-unit
general education water sport.
The department of human performance offers an entry-level scuba
diving course, which is designed to
prepare students for open water scuba
training in the marine environment.
The instructor, Frank Barry, has
been teaching the sport since 1972
— and for three semesters at SJSU.
Barry said he teaches scuba diving
because he “loves the ocean.” He has
two sections and said the class is a
popular choice among students.
“The first section is too big,” he
said. “Ideally, I like 12 to 15 people.
The program can handle 20 students,
but anything over 20 is too much.
There is not enough equipment.”
Scuba diving is a three-part course,
and the first part begins with theory
and lectures on basic scuba diving
rules.
The second part is confined water
activity, which takes place in the pool.
Barry said he evaluates skill, mastery
and demonstration.
The final part of the course, the
open water activities, is optional. For
this portion, students go to Monterey
Bay for a final evaluation.
According to the course syllabus,
students must demonstrate a level of

comfort in the pool prior to moving
into open water scuba activities.
Students who participate in open
water activities are eligible for a scubadiving certification, Barry said.
“Certifications are self-regulated.
SJSU doesn’t issue open-water certificates. They are issued by independent,
non-profit organizations,” Barry said.
Jeffrey Cheng, an undeclared
freshman, said he decided to take
scuba diving because he was looking
for excitement.
“I am working toward getting my
certification, because I definitely plan
on scuba diving in the future,” Cheng
said.
The prerequisites for the course
depend on whether students are
considering the open water evaluation
at the end of the semester. Students
must have a complete medical history on file with Barry and a medical
release prior to open water activities,
according to the course syllabus.
“The ocean is the evaluating
process. By the time they get there (to
the ocean), they are actually divers,”
Barry said.
Joe Shreve, a sophomore majoring
in journalism, is the lifeguard for the
scuba diving class. He saw the ad for
the paying position while walking
through the Spartan Complex.
Shreve is a certified diver and had
experience working as a lifeguard
prior to working at the pool.

see SCUBA, page 3

Kerry eyes 10-state sweep in
today’s Super Tuesday election
Associated Press
John Kerry vowed that he would
not be another “wishy-washy, mealymouthed’’ Democrat, pledging Monday
to wage a bare-knuckled campaign
against President Bush as he sought a
Super Tuesday sweep to lay claim to the
party’s nomination.
Kerry highlighted the short political
career of rival John Edwards in an
interview with a television station in
Georgia, where advisers to both candidates say the freshman North Carolina
senator poses the biggest challenge.
“I have a stronger, longer, broader,
deeper record than John Edwards,’’
Kerry, a 19-year Senate veteran, told

WALB in Albany. “John Edwards I
respect — he’s been in the Senate since
1999. But there is no showing that he
has a stronger record than I do with
respect to putting people back to work
and what we need to do to show the
leadership of the future.’’
On the eve of their 10-state
showdown, Edwards faced signs of
political distress as Kerry’s last major
Democratic rival — meager polling,
paltry crowds and a growing realization
inside his own ranks that the end may
be near.
“At some point, I’ve got to start
getting more delegates or I’m not going
to be the nominee,’’ he said in Ohio.
Regardless of Tuesday’s results, Bush

plans to begin a multimillion-dollar
TV ad campaign Thursday to reverse
his downward trend. Kerry’s campaign
is considering a modest response
designed to put the White House on
the defensive, said two senior advisers
who spoke on condition of anonymity.
Democratic allies may move sooner.
Edwards drew 300 people to a University of Toledo rally, three times fewer
than a crowd that recently welcomed
Kerry to the same venue. Drawing
even smaller crowds in Dayton, Ohio,
and Cleveland later Monday, Edwards
seemed listless and indifferent,
stumbling over signature lines in his

see KERRY, page 3

Students for Dean remain faithful,
aim to send delegates to Boston
Organization
continues to promote
message, despite end
of campaign
Nicholas R. Wright / Daily Staff
From left to right: Ryann Maloney, a freshman nutrition major, Laurel Ingle, a freshman recreation
major, and James Dunn, a senior psychology major, watch a video about the consequences of alcohol
abuse in the Barrett Ballroom of the Student Union on Monday night. The video was part of an alcohol awareness event that all San Jose State University sorority and fraternity members were required
to attend.

By Claudia Plascencia
Daily Staff Writer
The organization at San Jose State
University that calls itself Students
for Dean has had to find a new
focus since Howard Dean, the former

Democratic presidential hopeful
they supported, dropped out of the
presidential race on Feb. 18.
The organization’s president,
Marian Hofer, said the student group
is now focused on promoting Dean in
hopes of sending more delegates to
the Democratic National Convention
in July.
“Now we can send delegates to
the Democratic convention that will
continue to relay his message to the
party,” said Huy Tran, a senior political science major and member of the
Students for Dean organization.
Though Dean is no longer
campaigning, his name still appears

on today’s primary ballot.
Some organization members said
they would still vote for him and
encourage others to do the same.
“His views and what he stood for
should definitely be included in the
Democratic Party platform,” Hofer
said. “Their vote for Dean means
more delegates for Dean.”
The junior mathematics major was
elected a Dean delegate, and if Dean
receives at least 15 percent of the vote
in today’s election, she will be able
to attend the Democratic National
Convention in Boston.

see DEAN, page 3
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‘Sex and the City’ depicted women as superficial

Goodbye Carrie, Charlotte, Miranda and Samantha.
Finally, the girls of HBO’s “Sex and the City” have exited
the television screens and are out of our lives for good.
The show centered around four single women living in
New York City who were not afraid of being unattached
and celebrated their independence in various ways.
But it did none of that.
What happened to looking at the real issues women
today face? It can’t just be about sex all the time. Sure,
sometimes the show attempted to tackle breast cancer and
adoption, but there was no substance to any of that.
The show only perpetuated the notion of four brainless
females who cared simply about their looks.
In one episode, after losing a pair of Manolo Blahniks,
Carrie said it was no big deal, they would only set her
back $480.
That’s it? That’s all those shoes were worth to her?
It’s no surprise that her character lacks any brains with
that kind of an attitude.
I don’t even have that kind of money to spend on myself
— how can Miss Bradshaw pretend that women are going
to even care?
The average female can’t afford to spend 400 bucks on a
pair of shoes and then care less about those shoes.
What happened to the female empowerment that was
strongly pushed by Gloria Steinem?

Steinem, co-founder of Ms. Magazine, was also actively husbands.
involved in the women’s movement.
Converting your religion just to marry a man has to be the
March marks the observance of Women’s History Month, lamest excuse for doing it.
a time we should celebrate strong female role models and
According to the New York Times, young women across
the contributions they’ve made to women’s rights.
New York marked the finale of the show with viewing parWomen today need role models who aren’t afraid to defy ties, and bars pushed “Sex and the City” viewing parties.
tradition or going against the norm.
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch reported
The show insulted and stereotyped the lives
about 250 men and women cried during
of real women who work hard to achieve
the viewing of the last episode at a party in
equality among men in the workface and to be
the city’s Central West End.
known as more than just sex objects.
Thanks to the show’s popularity, millions
In the series finale, Petrovsky slaps Carrie
of women think if they don’t bed enough
after they argue whether she should skip her
men for awhile, they’re not going to surparty to be with him after his anxiety attack.
vive existence.
Carrie leaves and runs into Big, who hears
There are more important issues facing
about the slap, and they both realize their love
women today other than the demise of
for each other.
“Sex and the City.”
What kind of a woman allows a man to
What about the bombings in Jerusalem
embarrass her like that and then runs into
or reports that women in the military were
the arms of another man, like everything’s all
raped by American soldiers?
JANET PAK
better?
In another episode, Miranda has a oneCharlotte, who was supposed to be the more
night stand with a bartender and, when he
reserved of the four, converts to Judaism to satasks for her number afterward, she doesn’t
isfy the needs of the man she’s going to marry.
give a second thought to possibly pursuing a
I certainly hope young women out there are smarter and real relationship with a guy that cares about her.
wiser and don’t change their religion to satisfy their future
Are these women even capable of appreciating quality

Viewpoint Stability in professors for GE course needed
Dear editor:
There has been no stability in our Environmental Studies
Life on a Changing Planet class (TR noon to 1:15 p.m.)!
After the first few weeks, the last day after we could drop,
our teacher didn’t show.
Then on the next class, a Tuesday, a new teacher came in
and told us that “your teacher isn’t here since she had go to
Hawaii for two weeks.” Wow, Hawaii, what a sacrifice! So
the second after they have our money, they screw us. There
has to be a level of professionalism and accountability,
which there has been none of.
Then after a week, another new teacher who looked like
a stoner shows up 20 minutes late and takes five minutes
on the phone using it like it was the batphone (making us
think there was some serious business on the other line).
He then finds out how to play a movie. That is really rocket
science there. He plays it then leaves for five minutes. Then
comes back with a laptop and is clearly staring at his laptop
with his headphones on.
Then the next class there is a fourth teacher, Rachel
O’Malley, who tells us our teacher is coming back this
coming Tuesday. Which I suspect is more BS (clearly taking orders from the top). She calls our teacher by name

and we are thinking, who is that? To make matters worse,
all of these teachers other than the last one have been boring as hell. More than half the class goes to sleep, literally.
Something must be done!
We can’t learn under conditions where we are wondering,
“Who is going to teach next class?” “Who is the next figurehead?” “Who is coming off the rotisserie reel next?”
Our class wants Rachel O’Malley as our teacher, she
has clearly been the best by far, everyone has been awake,
involved and active participants in class.
Isn’t education, the acquiring of knowledge through
teaching and learning, what we go to a university for? Or
do we go here for a game of charades? I feel like we are
all on a losing basketball team. Even Eastern Conference
NBA teams don’t have this much turnover. We can’t have
such a travesty at the finest university in the nation!

Farhan Latif
Junior
Business administration management

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon three
working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in Dwight
Bentel Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e-mailed to spartandaily@casa.sjsu.edu titled “Sparta Guide.” Space
restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY

WEDNESDAY

Department of nutrition and food science
Body fat testing using cutting-edge analyzer will
be held every Tuesday from 10 a.m. to noon or by
appointment in the Central Classroom building, room
221. Cost is $5 per student. For more information, call
Sherry at 924-3362.

Eddie Gale San Jose’s Ambassador of Jazz
A music improvisational workshop will be held in the
Music building room 186 at 7 p.m. Must have your
own instrument and know your scales. For more information, call Eddie Gale at 294-3173.

School of Music
“The Listening Hour” concert series will take place
from 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in the Music building
Concert Hall. There will be performances from the
Foreign Languages department as a part of “Foreign
Languages Week.” For more information, call Joan
Stubbe at 924-4649.
Society of Women Engineers
A meeting will take place for members at 12:30 p.m.
in the Engineering building, room 344. For more
information, call Christine DeLa Cruz at 393-3938.
Pride of the Pacific Islands
A Hawaiian cultural workshop will take place from
5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the Costanoan room in
the Student Union. The workshop will feature guest
speaker Kell Fujimoto. For more information, e-mail
Nisalex88@aol.com.
Tau Delta Phi
A general meeting will be held in the conference room
in Tower Hall at 5:30 p.m. For more information, call
Jolene at 507-8301.
School of Art and Design
Tuesday night lecture series will be held in the Art
building, room 133, from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. For more
information, call Jo Hernandez at 924-4328.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art receptions will be held in the Art
and Industrial Studies building from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
For more information, call the gallery office at 9244330.
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Italian American Student Organization
A general meeting will be held from 6:30 p.m. to
7:30 p.m. in the Almaden room in the Student Union.
For more information, call Matthew Olivieri at 5686529.
Re-Entry and Commuter Help
Brown bag lunch discussion on juggling roles will be
held in the Pacheco room in the Student Union from
noon to 1:30 p.m. For more information, call Jane
Boyd at 924-5961.

men that care about them?
There were a few episodes where the women demonstrated just a slight bit of maturity.
When Samantha was considering breast augmentation
but discovered she had breast cancer and went on hormone
replacement therapy, she shut out her boyfriend. But when
her boyfriend said he was willing to wait, she opened up
about her fears.
Still the plot rarely matured beyond endless self-loathing
and whining.
And after six seasons, the girls are still going on endlessly
about sex and chasing after cute men.
Nothing’s changed in the material or the substance to
warrant any type of mourning over the show’s demise.
“Sex and the City” was an expensive version of a daytime
soap opera that’s lasted longer than it should have.
I hope young females out there don’t feel they have to
live like the foursome do to be happy or to find a stable
relationship.
Let’s hope the end of “Sex and the City” will allow these
four women to grow up and allow us to go back to our
own lives.
Janet Pak is the Spartan Daily lifestyles editor.
“Anything but Ordinary” appears every other Tuesday.

Passage of propositions
crucial to state’s future
Today marks an important day for California voters to
make a difference on campus and in the state.
By voting in favor of propositions 55, 56, 57 and 58,
voters will help improve schools and resolve California’s
budget problems.
Proposition 55 would provide billions in funding for
schools to relieve overcrowding and to fix old buildings.
Passage of the bond would result in $24,676,000 from the
state for a new Science building, including biochemistry,
chemistry and molecular biology labs, at San Jose State
University.

Editorial
The new building would also be cheaper than renovating
or rebuilding all of part of Duncan Hall.
By voting for the measure, the state could sell $12.3 billion in bonds for the construction and renovation of public
education facilities.
SJSU’s Science building, also called the “old Science
building,” greatly needs an upgrade.
The building is not an adequate learning facility for biology and chemistry students, who need a modern facility to
support research.
A new building could attract students to SJSU and
improve the school’s reputation as a graduate school and
pre-medical school.
To better compete with neighboring universities, such
as UC Berkeley and Stanford University, SJSU needs this
bond to upgrade current conditions.
As higher-education students, we need to look out for
future SJSU students, who will need state-of-the-art facilities and equipment.
Proposition 56 would change the requirement of having
a two-thirds vote to having a 55 percent vote to pass the
state budget and budget-related tax increases. The measure
would also require 25 percent of any extra state income to
go toward a reserve.
If passed, the state legislature and governor would forfeit
their pay for each day the budget is late.

The state has missed the deadline for passing the budget
for the past 17 years.
While reducing the percentage of votes needed to pass
the budget may make it easier for taxes to be raised, the 55
percent margin would still be higher than 47 other states
and the federal government.
California needs accountability, and this measure is an
opportunity for reform.
The proposition would also help avoid overspending in a
good economy, and with money from reserves, it will help
prevent budget deficits when times are tough.
Proposition 57 (The Economic Recovery Bond Act)
allows the state to refinance existing debt.
Proposition 58 (The California Balanced Budget Act)
will ban most future borrowing to cover state deficits and
require a balanced budget every year.
Both propositions must pass for them to go into effect.
Propositions 57 and 58 need to pass because they would
steer California’s budget in the right direction.
Together the propositions aim to balance the budget and
close the deficit gap.
The California Balanced Budget Act also provides a fund
with up to $5 billion that can be used to pay the bonds off
earlier.
Additionally, it would provide a reserve of at least $8 billion, which can be used to prevent future deficits.
Proposition 58 can prevent the current problems from
recurring. Less borrowing would help the state’s credit rating while lowering interest rates.
The larger reserve will stabilize spending.
All of this would prevent the state from having to cut
education or other programs to accommodate for budget
shortfalls.
Without the $5 billion bond, California could run out of
cash by June and the only choice would be to raise taxes.
Passage of these four propositions is crucial to the future
of SJSU and California.
Times are tough, but we must think of students who will
benefit from the additional revenue the schools receive and
of the welfare of the state.

ANOTHER DIMENTIAN PAUL DYBDAHL

San Jose State College Republicans
Jim Cunneen, a former member of the state assembly, will discuss the impact of the March primary
on post-recall California Republican Party in the
Almaden room in the Student Union at 1:30 p.m.
For more information, contact Alex Vassar at
alex@alexvassar.com

THURSDAY
Associated Students Campus Recreation
Billiards tournament will be held at 3 p.m. in the
Student Union Bowling Center. Fee is $5 for
students, $10 non-students. For more information, call
Rita Chandler at 924-6266.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Alpha Omega student fellowship night will be held in
the Omega Lounge at the Catholic Campus Ministry
Center. For more information, call Kay at 938-1610.
SJSU Ballroom Dance Club
Open dance floor practice will be held in the Event
Center aerobics room from 8:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. For
more information, e-mail tango42@sbcglobal.net.
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DEAN |
continued from page 1
“Delegates also shape the
platform of the party,” Hofer said.
Bill Bystricky, a social sciences
post-baccalaureate student and
member of Students for Dean, said
gaining more delegates puts Dean
in a position of influence where he
can possibly get Sen. John Kerry to
promise some things in exchange
for delegates.
One organization member said
she is still supporting Dean and
has already voted for him on an
absentee ballot.
“I already voted for him, and so
did my husband and my daughter,”
said Jacquie Heffner, an alumna of
SJSU and member of the Students
for Dean organization.
Heffner said that she supports
Dean because he stands up for
what he believes in and voices his
opinion.
“Dean brought the voice back
for the Democrats,” Heffner said.
“He gave us back what we had lost,
which was our voice, hope and the
ability to craft a message.”
Heffner thinks that if it weren’t
for Dean, the Democrats wouldn’t
have as strong a chance at the White
House as they currently have.
Kerry, the Democratic frontrunner, has collected 758 delegates
since states began holding primaries
in January. Dean has collected 174.
Some members of the organization expressed disappointment
regarding Dean’s departure from
the presidential race.

“We were certainly upset that he
wasn’t going to come and campaign
in California, but we are not
discouraged and we are continuing
our mission,” Hofer said.
Tran said he still wanted to be
involved in the organization as
much as possible because Dean’s
values are still a part of the Students
for Dean group.
“It was disappointing, but it
was expected because he was not
winning primaries,” Tran said.
Some members also speculated
on the reasons behind Dean’s dropping out of the presidential race.
“Part of it was that he wasn’t
doing as well as he thought he was
going to do,” Heffner said.
She said it would have cost Dean
a lot of money and organization to
recover from his losses in the previous primaries.
“Financial concerns, continuous
spending and campaigning probably played a role,” Tran said.
Hofer said that the Students for
Dean organization would be merging with the college Democrats,
an unregistered club at SJSU, after
today.
“It’s vital that we unite in the
cause of ousting Bush from office,”
Tran said.
Heffner said she isn’t sure what
her involvement will be in the
organization now that Dean is no
longer in the presidential race, but
she is certain that she will continue
to support him.
“He dropped out of the race, but
he has not backed down from what
he believes in,” Heffner said.

•

NEWS

governs five of SJSU’s 14 sororities.
“It’s nice to have members coming to share their stories,” Keifer
said. “It’s to our benefit. If we ever
find ourselves caught in situations
(that involve alcohol use), we want
to do our best to be there to help our
members.”
The ballroom was filled with
sorority and fraternity members,
who were required to attend. The
seminar, which lasted from 6 p.m.
to 9 p.m., consisted of a segment on
alcohol awareness for new members
and a motivational segment for all
members.
The activities were hosted by
Brandy Bulawski, vice president of
programs for the Panhellenic Council, and Jason Katser, vice president
of events for the Interfraternity
Council.
The two introduced several speakers who shared their experiences with
alcohol and its consequences.
The first speaker to take the stage
was Walker Kellogg, former president of the Interfraternity Council
and member of the fraternity Pi
Kappa Alpha.
Kellogg described a night when
he chose to drive his friends to the
bars rather than walking a short

distance.
“That night, I only had 3 drinks
and I figured that would be OK for
me,” he said. “I was the most sober
person there.”
On the way home, Kellogg was
pulled over and arrested by the
police.
“I went to spend the night in jail,”
he said.
The next speaker, Jen Olszewski
of Delta Gamma, told her story of
being cited for being a minor in
possession.
After using a fabricated identification card to purchase alcohol,
Olszewski and her friend were
approached by an undercover police
officer who asked her how old she
was.
“He was a young guy, and I
thought he was flirting with me, so I
told him I was 18,” she said.
She said she was in court three
different times over the case and had
to take a class on alcoholism.
Delta Upsilon member Joey
Kilaita said he had a similar incident
with “a girl who looked about 17.”
The “girl” was an undercover
police officer, who cited him for
being a minor in possession.
“It was a huge hassle,” he said.
Pi Kappa Alpha member Jimmy
Dunn told of a time when he was

Nicholas R. Wright / Daily Staff
Notre Dame High School sophomore Megan Patten takes a breath while practicing the butterfly at the San Jose State University Aquatic Center
on Monday. Her high school swim team is preparing for its first meet of the season, which is on March 8.

intoxicated beyond recognition at a
football game.
“We were at a tailgate, and I
had not eaten anything,” he said. “I
thought it would be great if we just
beer bonged some wine.”
Dunn said he ended up at the
hospital later that day.
“Luckily, I didn’t have to get my
stomach pumped,” he said. “But I
felt it was a bad representation of the
Greek system.”
As a former resident adviser
in the dormitories, Dunn said he
had seen his share of people overly
intoxicated.
He warned the crowd, “Be careful
what you drink.”
The final speaker on the topic
of alcohol was SJSU student Chara
Gorman.
She said she had had her fill of
drinking during high school and
decided she would choose to spend
most of her sorority days sober.
“I’m lucky I’m still alive,” she said.
“I hope to never be drunk again.”
She also addressed the notion that
some people believe it is impossible
to join the Greek system and keep a
religious faith.
“You can have your faith and be
a part of the system,” she said. “You
can live the life you want to live and
never fall under the grasp of peer
pressure.”

KERRY | 1,151 delegates are at stake today
continued from page 1
stump speech.
It seemed prophetic when
aides at the Cleveland rally played
Fleetwood Mac’s “You Can Go Your
Own Way.’’
Edwards pledged to stay in
the race “until I’m nominated,’’
but declined to predict victory in
Ohio, virtually a must-win state for
him, as he acknowledged Kerry’s
dominance.
“There’s no question that national
momentum has an impact on these
races,’’ Edwards said.
He held out hope for an election
surprise, noting that he defied polls
by finishing just 6 percentage points
behind Kerry in New Hampshire
and Wisconsin.
But he also had more time to
court those voters than he did for
Tuesday’s races.
Edwards’ only victory came in his
birth state of South Carolina, four
weeks and 11 defeats ago.
He ended his day with a rockconcert rally in Macon, Ga., telling
his audience: “This is such an important night. Tomorrow is an imortant
day. And we’re going to change
America together, you and I.’’
Kerry has won 18 of 20 primaries
or caucuses and led in pre-election
polls in every competitive Super
Tuesday venue.
Ten states with nearly 50 million registered voters award 1,151

delegates on the biggest day of the
nomination fight.
A sweep Tuesday could give
Kerry more than 1,500 delegates
— a virtually insurmountable lead,
though still short of the 2,162
needed to claim the nomination.
Edwards, with just 205 delegates
as of Monday, will come under pressure to quit the race unless he wins
two or more contests Tuesday, said
strategists in both campaigns as well
as several party leaders.
“I think it’s wrapped up already,’’
said Democratic strategist James
Carville, who helped Bill Clinton
become president.
Edwards virtually ceded four
New England states holding Super
Tuesday elections: Connecticut,
Rhode Island, Vermont and the
front-runner’s home state of Massachusetts. Some Kerry advisers
think Vermont could go to Howard
Dean, the state’s longtime former
governor who folded his presidential
campaign last month.
Edwards has campaigned in
New York and California, the day’s
biggest prizes with a combined 606
delegates, but polls show him.
One survey showed the race close
in Maryland, but even Edwards’
advisers discounted the survey.
His advisers privately held out
hope for victories in Georgia and
Minnesota’s hard-to-predict caucuses, but they said Ohio looked out
of reach, with long-shot candidate
Rep. Dennis Kucinich of Ohio
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cutting into Edwards’ base.
If he loses that battleground state,
Edwards would be hard-pressed to
argue that his economic populism
can stop Kerry outside the South.
Kerry’s own polls showed him
ahead in all 10 states, with Edwards
closing. Still, Kerry only looked
vulnerable in Georgia, his advisers
said.
Kerry, a Vietnam veteran and
member of the enate Foreign Relations Committee, told WALB that
his health care plan is the strongest.
He said he has the experience in
foreign policy, national security and
military affairs, “which is critical if
we are going to prove to the nation
that we Democrats know how to
keep the country safe.’’
As both Democrats visited Ohio
and Georgia, Kerry promised a
general election race that is “different
from campaigns of the past.’’
“This isn’t going to be some
kind of we’re-like-them, they’relike-us kind of wishy-washy,
mealy-mouthed, you-can’t-tell-thedifference deal,’’ Kerry said. Aides
said he was referring to Democrats
being voiceless on foreign policy, but
comparisons to Dean’s antiestablishment message were inescapable.
Kerry’s advisers are mulling ways
to counter Bush, although not immediately, including airing TV ads
in northern Virginia or elsewhere
to show that the Democrat will
compete in even traditionally GOP
states, advisers said.

SCUBA | Strange underwater sightings a perk
continued from page 1
“What I like about this class is
that by the end of the semester, the
divers get better,” Shreve said.
Ivan Stanojevic, an SJSU alumnus,
is a certified diver and an assistant to
Barry.

He said he loves seeing stuff out of
the ordinary in the ocean.
“The weirdest thing I’ve seen
underwater was a Raiders beanie at
the Breakwater at San Carlos beach,”
Stanojevic said.
The Breakwater Cove is popular
for scuba diving in Monterey.

Stanojevic said he took the class
last semester and said he goes scuba
diving at least once a month.
“It’s a lot of fun,” he said. “Students
who take this class get so much time
to get ready for the ocean. People
should be doing this. It’s cheap. I
highly recommend it,” he said.
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Credit cards can be beneficial
if students use them responsibly
By John Kim
Daily Staff Writer
Ask any cash-strapped college student:
the pursuit of higher education is expensive.
Aside from spiraling tuition fees, students
have to contend with the cost of rent, meals
and textbooks and supplies, not to mention
pizza, beer and movie and concert tickets.
So when students are besieged by offers for
student credit cards, for some, the temptation is hard to resist.
Shahneeyam Reza, a senior computer
engineering major, said he applied for two
credit cards while he was a sophomore and
received a combined credit limit of $2,700
for the two cards.
“I maxed out both credit cards in a
month and a half,” he said. “I didn’t make
any payments for a few months and ended
up getting calls from credit agencies. I had
to go to court for one of them, and the
bank eventually made me pay half of what
I owed.”
Reza said that he blamed inexperience and a lack of understanding for his
troubles.
“I basically didn’t know what I was doing or what would happen,” Reza said. “My
credit was destroyed for a while.”
According to Lydia Ortega, the chair
of the department of economics at San
Jose State University, credit cards don’t
necessarily have to be a financial trap. She
said as long as students understand what
they’re getting into, it’s a chance to build an
excellent credit rating.

“These students are getting accounts,
and it’s like somebody’s giving them a
chance to establish a history of great credit
that will come back in infinite amounts in
terms of qualifying for low rates for home
loans, car loans,” she said. “By taking on
some credit debt and then making payments on time, you’re building capital in
a way that’s different than the education
capital you’re getting from school, but it’s
just as important.”
According to a study by the National
Center for Education Statistics for the academic year 1999-2000, in the nation’s fouryear, doctorate-granting public universities,
45 percent of students carried one or more
credit cards in their own name. Forty-two
percent carried cards with balances due
month-to-month, and the average balance
owed on the cards was $2,921.
A report prepared by Nellie Mae, one
of the nation’s biggest education loan
providers, revealed that students double
their credit card debt and triple the number
of credit cards they own by the time they’re
ready to graduate and that 31 percent
of seniors maintain credit card balances
between $3,000 and $7,000.
According to Nellie Mae, if a student
with a $7,000 balance only makes the minimum payment each month (3 percent of
the monthly balance, or $25 — whichever
is higher) at an interest rate of 18.9 percent,
and he or she didn’t make any additional
charges on the account, it would take more
than 16 years and $7,173 in interest to pay
off the balance.
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Full steam ahead ...

Are student credit cards a way for lenders to prey on the young and uninformed?
SJSU’s Ortega believes it’s not that simple.
“Credit card applications being distributed on campus is an opportunity for great
reward or great sorrow in your life,” Ortega
said. “If students manage their accounts
well and establish an excellent credit
history, they’re starting young enough that
they’ll have a credit history so that when
they come out at 30 or 28 and they want to
buy a house, they can.”
Ortega said that student credit cards
should be available to students, while she
acknowledged the potential for harm.
“There are students who really need
the credit, who can really benefit from the
credit and who should have an easy opportunity for getting the credit, versus those
who are going to abuse it,” she continued.
“We still don’t know who’s going to be an
alcoholic and who’s going to enjoy a glass
of wine now and then — there’s no way to
tell — and yet bars sell wine and alcohol,
and some people benefit from it and some
people abuse it.”
Tina Yap, a junior majoring in management information systems/business, said
she has used her credit cards responsibly.
Though she has six credit cards in her
wallet, she said she carries a balance on just
one, a student Visa credit card issued by
Washington Mutual.
“I paid off all the other credit cards, and
now I only use the one when I have to,” she
said. “I don’t want to deal with debt after I
graduate.”

Explosions rock Shiite shrines in Karbala, Baghdad
Associated Press
KARBALA, Iraq — A series of coordinated blasts struck major Shiite Muslim
shrines here and in Baghdad on Tuesday as
thousands of pilgrims converged for the
final day of a major religious festival.
Scores were killed and wounded, witnesses said.
In Karbala, 50 miles south of Baghdad,
five blasts went off shortly after 10 a.m.
near two of the major shrines in Shiite
Islam, hurling bodies in all directions
and sending crowds of pilgrims fleeing in
panic.

Three explosions rocked the inside
and outside of the Kazimiya shrine in
Baghdad at about the same time.
Police sealed off the area while
panicked people fled screaming and
ambulances raced to the scene.
Dozens of armed men in civilian
clothes tried to maintain order.
In Karbala, an Associated Press
reporter saw 10 bodies that appeared to be
dead being loaded onto wooden carts and
taken away.
Many others were injured. Bodies
ripped apart by the force of the blasts lay
on the streets.

The Ashoura festival, which marks
the 7th century killing of Imam Hussein,
is the most important religious period
in Shiite Islam and draws hundreds of
thousands of pilgrims from Iraq, Iran,
Pakistan and other Shiite communities to
the Iraqi shrines.
Imam Hussein, a grandson of the
prophet Muhammad, is buried in Karbala
and the blasts occurred near the goldendomed shrine which contains his tomb.
The Kazimiya shrine in northern
Baghdad contains the tombs of two other
Shiite saints, Imam Mousa Kazem and his
grandson Imam Muhammad al-Jawad.

Security enhanced for electronic ballots
SAN JOSE — With a record
number of voters casting electronic
ballots on Super Tuesday, poll workers from California to Maryland
are beefing up security to forestall
problems ranging from software
glitches to brazen hackers.
In California, the security
measures range from random tests
of touch-screen machines by independent computer experts to a new
recommendation that poll workers
prevent voters from carrying cell
phones or other wireless devices into
voting booths.
At least 10 million people in at
least two dozen states are expected to
cast primary ballots on machines built
by Diebold, Sequoia Voting Systems,
Electronic Systems & Software and
other vendors.
And the electronic voting trend is
accelerating: By November’s presidential election, at least 50 million people
will vote on touch-screens, compared
to 55 million using paper, punch
cards or lever machines, according
to Washington-based Election Data
Services.
Voting registrars say paperless
ballots save money and eliminate
hanging chad and other problems
associated with antiquated systems.
It’s impossible to accidentally vote
twice on a touch-screen, and they can
toggle between different languages.

“The modernization of the nation’s
voting infrastructure is long overdue,’’
said Alfie Charles, spokesman for
Oakland-based Sequoia, which builds
the machines as many as 4 million
registered voters in California and
Maryland will use Tuesday.
But computer scientists are
protesting the switch. They’re
concerned that few of the computers
provide paper records, making it
nearly impossible to have meaningful
recounts, or to prove that tampering
hasn’t occurred.
Politicians and even some
secretaries of state acknowledge that
the systems could theoretically fail
— with catastrophic consequences.
In software and hardware tests,
critics have jammed microchipembedded smart cards into machines
to alter and delete votes — sometimes
simply by ripping out wires. They’ve
cracked passwords to gain access to
computer servers, and showed that
some systems relying on Microsoft
Windows lacked up-to-date security
patches.
California Secretary of State
Kevin Shelley responded last month
by issuing security directives for 12
counties using touch-screens Tuesday,
which account for about 41 percent of
California’s registered voters.
He demanded that Diebold Inc.,
the North Canton, Ohio-based

manufacturer of touch-screen systems,
provide his office with the “source
code’’ of its elections software.
Diebold
promptly
complied
— and company representatives traveled to California on Monday to help
poll workers if they have problems,
said spokesman David Bear.
“We worked through all the
details of all the things California
asked for,’’ Bear said Monday in a
phone interview from San Diego.
“We’re already out here to work with
our customers to ensure a safe, secure
and accurate election.’’
Shelley also wants independent,
random tests of touch-screen
machines. He recommends that
poll workers post election results
on precinct walls shortly after polls
close, then make sure that those totals
match with the totals from the county
and the state.
Maryland, which spent $55.6
million on 16,000 touch-screen
computers earlier this year, is also
taking precautions.
Computer experts there
told lawmakers in January that the
hardware contained ‘’vulnerabilities
that could be exploited by malicious
individuals.’’ Among their surprises:
all of Maryland’s machines had two
identical locks, which could be
opened by any one of the 32,000
keys.

Dogs key for prosecution in Peterson case
REDWOOD CITY — Prosecution claims that police dogs discovered
the path Scott Peterson took to dump
his pregnant wife’s body could be the
most damaging details in a capital
murder case so far built on circumstance, according to forensic experts
and defense attorneys.
If, that is, jurors ever hear the
scent-sniffing details. Judge Alfred A.
Delucchi promised to decide Tuesday
whether testimony from dog handlers
would be admitted as evidence.
Peterson’s lawyers have tried feverishly to discredit dog tracking as more
“voodoo’’ than science. And even some
dog handling experts say prosecutors
are reaching too far when they say the
dogs prove Peterson stuffed his wife’s
body into the boat he says he took
fishing alone on San Francisco Bay
the day she vanished — Christmas
Eve, 2002.
Still, it might be hard for the
defense to sway jurors if they do

hear claims the dogs picked up
Laci Peterson’s scent on the 14-foot
aluminum boat her family insists she
never knew he bought. Movies and
TV shows have persuaded the public:
tracking dogs get it right.
“It could impress the jury a lot.
That could be the whole case right
there,’’ said Los Angeles Defense
Attorney Harland Braun, Robert
Blake’s first attorney in the murder
case against the actor. “It also indicates
how desperate the prosecution is that
this is so crucial to their case.’’
Prosecutors claim Peterson, 31,
killed his wife at their Modesto
home, drove to a warehouse where he
picked up the boat, then ferried the
body from the Berkeley Marina and
dumped it into the bay.
Laci Peterson’s body and that of
the couple’s unborn son washed ashore
about two miles from the marina.
Prosecutors have presented neither
witnesses to the alleged killing nor

a murder weapon. The motive they
allege was Scott Peterson’s affair with
a massage therapist.
Jury selection is set to begin
Thursday. Peterson could face the
death penalty if convicted.
Dog handlers have testified during
pretrial hearings that their animals
picked up Laci Peterson’s scent along
the rim of Peterson’s boat. One handler
said that the way the dog tracked the
scent at the marina indicated that Laci
Peterson did not walk, but instead may
have been carried to the water’s edge.
That suggestion drew ridicule from
one longtime dog handler.
“Let’s be realistic here. If you can
tell the difference between a person
walking and a person being carried,
those are some super handlers,’’ said
Ed Hawkinson, director of training
at Auburn University’s Canine &
Detection Research Institute. “I don’t
know anyone in the world that can
do that.’’

Daniel Miranda / Daily Staff
Ernie Rodriguez, building service engineer, waits for more equipment so he can check
a leak in a tunnel under the lawn adjacent to the old Cafeteria building on Monday. He
needs to release the steam before going down in the tunnel to find the leak.
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G&K SERVICES
The premier leader of corporate
apparel, and facility services is
excited to have the opportunity
to meet with students from
San Jose State University to
discuss career paths
with our company.
We are a 100 year old publicly
traded company on the
NASDAQ with a performance
based culture and a vision for
increased revenue and profit
growth for our shareholder and
our employees.
Please give us the opportunity
to meet you on Wednesday
March 3rd at the Expo Career
Fair 2004.
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Piraro faces ex-Spartan when SJSU battles Santa Clara
By Mark Cornejo
Daily Senior Staff Writer
This may not be football or basketball, but for the Spartan baseball team
this is as close to a “Rivalry Week” as
it gets.
SPARTAN BASEBALL

ON

DECK
NOTEBOOK

The week begins with tonight’s
game at Municipal Stadium against
Cal at 7 p.m. and continues with a
weekend series against crosstown
rivals Santa Clara University.
“This is going to be a tough week,”
Spartan head coach Sam Piraro said.
Spartan second baseman Kevin
Frandsen said he always enjoys going head-to-head with other local
schools.
“I love playing Cal and I love
playing Santa Clara,” Frandsen said.
“They’re two Bay Area teams that you
pretty much grew up watching.”
Frandsen added that the two teams
will pose a challenge for the Spartans,
so they will have to be on top of their
game to beat their Bay Area rivals.
“Both teams are really good.
They’re unbelievable,” Frandsen said.
“If we play well, we can beat both
teams, but that’s if we play well and do
the right things.”
“Cal is very experienced,” Frandsen
said. “No one’s going to be able to
overlook them this year.”
Because the Spartans will not
use their two best pitchers — Matt
Durkin and Corey Cabral — against
Cal, Piraro said, the offense will have

to be prepared for a shootout with the
Bears’ offense.
“We have to put runs up,” Piraro
said. “We have to because we’re not
going to win that Tuesday game 2-1.”
The Spartans and the Bears split
their two meetings last season with
Cal earning a 4-3 victory in Berkeley,
while SJSU won 5-2 when the Bears
came to San Jose.

Crosstown foes
The weekend series against Santa
Clara is one Frandsen and the rest of
the Spartans always look forward to.
“The Santa Clara one’s big,”
Frandsen said. “It’s more of a pride
thing for us.”
With San Jose State University and
Santa Clara being so close, Frandsen
added, it’s more exciting to play
against the same players they’ve played
with all their lives.
“A lot of those guys are Bay Area
guys like us,” he said. “There is a little
something extra there because it is
bragging rights in the area.”
Broncos’ head coach Mark O’Brien
said the rivalry comes from the interest
that some people in the South Bay
have in the matchup.
“Because the schools are in close
proximity,” O’Brien said. “A lot of
people know about the game and want
to see it.”
O’Brien said he was surprised when
his players from Southern California
got into the rivalry.
“We have a lot of guys from
Southern California who are excited
to play San Jose State because of the
reputation of the school,” O’Brien
said.
Last year, the Spartans swept the
Broncos 5-4, 6-4 and 8-0 — a fact
Frandsen knows will make Santa Clara

Judge delays testimony
of Kobe Bryant’s accuser
Associated Press
EAGLE, Colo. — The judge in
the Kobe Bryant sexual assault case
decided late Monday to reconsider
whether to allow defense attorneys
to ask the alleged victim detailed
questions about her sexual past.
Bryant’s accuser had been
scheduled to testify Tuesday — her
first appearance in court. But that has
been postponed until a March 24-25
hearing, state courts spokeswoman
Karen Salaz said.
Bryant attorneys had subpoenaed
the woman, saying the NBA star has
a right to confront his accuser.
The move prompted complaints
from the prosecution and sexual assault
victims’ advocates that the defense was
trying to embarrass and humiliate her.
They argued that her sexual conduct
in the days surrounding her encounter
with Bryant is irrelevant.
State District Judge Terry
Ruckriegle initially ruled Monday
that prosecutors were too late in
asking him to limit questions defense
attorneys could ask the woman.
During a later closed-door meeting, he agreed to reconsider at the
prosecution’s request, Salaz said.
Testifying during the meeting were
an Eagle County sheriff ’s investigator
and a former boyfriend of the alleged
victim.

Bryant, 25, has said the two had
consensual sex. The Los Angeles
Lakers star faces four years to life in
prison or 20 years to life on probation
if convicted of the sexual assault
charge.
The woman has told police she had
sex with someone two days before the
alleged attack, while the defense has
said she slept with ‘‘multiple’’ partners
that week — including someone less
than 15 hours after her encounter
with Bryant.
Prosecutors said the defense has
based its arguments on rumor and
innuendo.
Among other things, the defense
says the woman had a ‘‘plan’’ to sleep
with Bryant to attract the attention of
an ex-boyfriend.
The attorneys also say injuries
found during a hospital examination
of the woman could have been caused
by other sexual partners.
The sexual activity of an alleged
victim is presumed to be irrelevant
under the state’s rape-shield law.
To present that information to a
jury, defense attorneys have to prove
to a judge it is relevant.
The prosecution lost one battle
Monday when the judge ordered
them to give the defense cuttings
from two pairs of underwear worn by
the accuser.

a more dangerous team this year.
“Last year, I know we swept them,”
Frandsen said. “They’re not going to
forget that. We have to make sure we
come out fired up, because I know
they’re going to be fired up.”

Today vs. Cal
at Municipal Stadium,

7 p.m.
Friday/Sunday at
Santa Clara University
Buck Shaw Stadium,
6 p.m./1 p.m.

Saturday vs.
Santa Clara University
at Municipal Stadium,
1 p.m.

SOFTBALL
Wednesday vs.

Nicholas R. Wright / Daily File Photo
Spartan second baseman Kevin Frandsen attempts to turn a double play
while Loyola Marymount University outfielder James Cooper slides into
second Saturday at Municipal Stadium. The Spartans’ next game is 7
p.m. tonight against Cal at Municipal Stadium.

Niners delay on Canseco tries out with Dodgers
Garcia decision
Associated Press
Associated Press
SANTA CLARA — The San
Francisco 49ers have delayed their
decision on quarterback Jeff Garcia’s
future until today.
Garcia, a three-time Pro Bowler,
is expected to be released by the 49ers
unless his contract is dramatically
restructured. Last week, general manager Terry Donahue said a decision
would be made Monday.
Instead, Donahue held off until
a late-night meeting with Garcia’s
agent, Steve Baker.
‘‘We are working through all the
scenarios,’’ Donahue said. ‘‘Jeff is not
a guy we want to make a rush decision
on.’’
Garcia’s fate will be another key
development in what’s shaping up as a
tumultuous offseason for the 49ers.
Receiver Terrell Owens is still
under contract to the 49ers, pending
a grievance hearing over his contract
mix-up. Owens’ agent missed a
deadline to void the final three years of
his contract, but claims he wasn’t told
about a change in the deadline.
The 49ers are expected to trade
Owens.
Earlier Monday, Garcia’s attorney
was granted a two-week extension
on the quarterback’s arraignment on
drunken-driving charges. Garcia was
arrested in downtown San Jose on
Jan. 14.

Spartan rugby cut down by Lumberjacks ...

Yvonne Pingue / Daily Staff
Spartan flanker Matt Gruber looks for an opening with the ball as Humboldt State University’s loose
head prop Chris Gibson attempts a tackle. San Jose State University’s rugby team hosted the
Lumberjacks at Watson Bowl Park Saturday afternoon, and the Spartans went on to lose the match 49-0.
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OUTLOOK
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Teacher versus student
This weekend’s series will mark the
second time Piraro will face off with
O’Brien, one of his former Spartans
who graduated from SJSU in 1993.
“Obviously me and Coach O’Brien
are close,” Piraro said. “I’ve tried to
help him in his career and helped him
get that job, actually.”
Both Piraro and O’Brien said they
are still close and that playing against
each other is something they would
rather not have to do.
“I really don’t look forward to it,”
O’Brien said. “If San Jose State wins,
I know Sam knows how I feel, and if
we win then I’ll know what he’s going
through. It’s hard because Coach and I
are really good friends.”
O’Brien said their relationship
will be fine no matter what happens
because neither of them take the game
too personally.
“I don’t go into the game thinking
I can out-coach Sam Piraro,” O’Brien
said. “And I don’t think he goes in
thinking he is going to out-coach
me. It doesn’t matter much since it
all comes down to the players on the
field.”
Piraro agreed with his former
player and added that what it comes
down to is trying to win the game for
their teams.
“We’re still going to feel the same
way about each other,” Piraro said.
“But he’s going to want to beat us and
we want to beat him.”
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VERO BEACH, Fla. — Jose
Canseco better hope the book he claims
to be writing is more successful than his
performance in an open tryout with the
Los Angeles Dodgers.
Canseco probably wrote his final
chapter in baseball at Monday’s tryout,
looking nothing like the slugger who
intimidated opposing pitchers in the
late 1980s and ’90s.
‘‘I think he swung the bat good,
he hit a couple balls good,’’ former
Dodgers manager Tom Lasorda said
afterward.
Now a senior vice president with the
Dodgers, Lasorda seemed to realize he
was being overly kind.
‘‘He thought that coming out here
and hitting off these guys wouldn’t be
too much to do,’’ he said.
Matt Slater, the Dodgers’ director of
professional scouting, said he expected
one or two of the 108 players who
attended the workout would be signed,
with a decision announced Tuesday.
Slater said Canseco was told several
days ago there was a 99 percent chance
the Dodgers wouldn’t sign him.
‘‘This is probably going to be my
last attempt — see you in the movies,’’
Canseco told reporters afterward as he
signed autographs.
Now living in the Los Angeles
suburb of Encino, Canseco claims to
have Hollywood connections.
‘‘It could have gone better
— technique’s a little off,’’ he said. ‘‘I
wish I had a little more time to get
ready. I’m not going to hold my breath
on it. It’s basically out of my hands
— just being realistic.’’
The players took batting and fielding
practice in the morning, with the group
cut down for an intrasquad game in the
afternoon.
A six-time All-Star who has 462
career homers, Canseco hit one ball over
the fence in 18 batting practice swings
and wasn’t particularly impressive otherwise against pitcher Juan Bustabad,
the hitting coach for the Dodgers’ Vero
Beach farm team.
Canseco had two singles in six
official at-bats with a walk and two
strikeouts in the intrasquad game.
Again, he didn’t appear to be
anywhere close to top form despite the
fact that his representative, Doug Ames,
said his client had been working out at
UCLA for several weeks.
Canseco said he was serious about
trying to get back into baseball and
thought he could be successful.
‘‘I think in three or four weeks I
could be back to 100 percent,’’ he said.

‘‘I’m excited to be here — maybe they
need some right-handed power hitting,
a first baseman.’’
The Dodgers scored a big leaguelow 574 runs and have been in the
market for a right-handed power
hitter.
But it would be a shock if they
signed Canseco, who played first base
in the intrasquad game — a position
he’s never played in the big leagues.
Now 39, Canseco last played in the
majors in 2001, when he hit .258 with
16 homers for the Chicago White Sox.
He spent more than two months in
jail last summer for testing positive for
steroids while on probation — a charge
he denied. Prosecutors later dropped
the charge, prompting his release from
custody. He had been on probation
since the previous November when he
pleaded guilty to aggravated battery
for a 2001 nightclub fight with two
tourists.
Canseco smiled and said hello
to Lasorda while registering for the
tryout. He was handed No. 521, which
Ames taped on the back of his T-shirt.
‘‘I feel like I’m back in jail — I’ve got
a number on my back,’’ Canseco said.
‘‘It’s a shock to me, to see him here
for a tryout,’’ Lasorda said.

Santa Clara University
at SJSU Field,
1 p.m.

WOMEN’S
BASKETBALL
Thursday vs.
Fresno State
University,
at the Event Center,
7 p.m.

Saturday vs.
University of NevadaReno,
at the Event Center,
8 p.m.

WOMEN’S
WATER POLO
Saturday vs.
Arizona State
University
at the Aquatic Center,
noon
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Risk of certain diseases higher
for blacks, health officials say
By Mari Sapina-Kerkhove
Daily Staff Writer
Cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, HIV/AIDS
as well as prostate and breast cancer are more
widespread among blacks than any other ethnicity, and according to a university health official,
socioeconomic and cultural factors, rather than
genetics, are to blame.
“When I talk to various students, I find that
stress is on a high level among African Americans,”
said Oscar Battle, health education coordinator at
San Jose State University.
Stress, Battle said, can lead to numerous
diseases, most frequently cardiovascular ones, such
as high blood pressure.
According to the Centers for Disease Control,
cardiovascular disease is the number one cause
of death among Americans in general, but heart
disease rates among African Americans are more
than 25 percent higher than among whites.
Such statistics are also visible on SJSU’s campus,
said Steven Harris, director of the SJSU Student
Health Center.
“Probably one of the biggest things we see here
among African Americans is high blood pressure,”
he said. “They normally exhibit it at an earlier age
than other groups.”
To Battle, this phenomenon didn’t seem
surprising.
“The (black) networking that used to be around
campus is not here anymore,” he said, referring
to the fact that numerous black social clubs have
dwindled over the past few years.
According to Institutional Planning and
Academic Resources, blacks make up only about 4
percent of SJSU’s student body.
Being such a minority, especially if there is a lack
of social networks, Battle said, can make students
feel more isolated and more prone to stress.
In addition to that, he said there has been a
more individualistic trend among students, which
makes them push through college on their own
rather than seeking support in others.

Melissa Garcia, a creative arts major, said she
knew about high blood pressure and diabetes being
a high health risk among blacks from a recent
health show on CNN.
As for the reasons, Garcia said she wasn’t sure.
“From what I’ve heard, it’s probably a combination of genetics and lifestyle,” said the senior.
While environmental pressures contribute to
cardiovascular diseases among African Americans,
socioeconomic factors play a crucial role with the
disproportionately high numbers of blacks infected
with HIV/AIDS.
According to the CDC, 54 percent of Americans diagnosed with HIV/AIDS in 2002 were
black, and among the women diagnosed with the
disease, 72 percent were black.
Battle said the high number of black women
with HIV/AIDS is mainly because of intravenous
drug use and sexual intercourse with infected men.
“We (African Americans) have not learned
the lesson about AIDS,” he said, referring to the
fact that too few African American women are
demanding men be tested.
According to Battle, cultural values and social
taboos among blacks often contribute to procrastinated HIV testing and cancer screenings.
That is one of the reasons, Battle said, why
prostate cancer is a big issue among blacks.
Many women, he said, were also reluctant about
getting tested themselves, because it would be
comparable to admitting that something is wrong.
“The thing about HIV is that African
Americans really don’t like to talk about their
sexual intimacy,” he said.
The fact that many black men feel uncomfortable with prostate cancer exams contributes to the
high numbers of prostate cancer among blacks,
Battle said.
But the main cancer-related concern among
blacks is the disproportionately high death rate,
he said.
That, he said, is directly related to the fact that
a high number of African Americans have limited
access to quality health care.

“If you don’t have access to care, you don’t have
a good health outcome,” Harris said, referring to
the fact that a wide range of health issues among
blacks with lower socioeconomic status can be
explained with inadequate health care, not genetic
predisposition.
The only disease that is high among blacks
for biological reasons is sickle-cell anemia, Harris
said.
Rafael Dela Cruz, a senior majoring in business,
said he first learned about the disease, when, several
years ago, MTV reported that rapper Prodigy of
Mobb Deep was battling with it.
“I know that blood cells turn into sickle (shapes)
and they clog the arteries,” he said.
The sickle-shaped blood cells in people afflicted
with the disease likely developed a long time ago,
originally helping to protect people living in Africa
against malaria, Harris said.
According to a health center information leaflet,
one in 10 blacks in the United States have sicklecell anemia.
People with sickle-cell anemia often develop
typical anemia symptoms, such as fatigue and pale
skin, Harris said.
He said sometimes there can be complications
with large numbers of sickle cells sticking together
at the joints and obstructing blood flow. Such a
sickle-cell crisis, Harris said, generally requires
emergency care.
According to Harris, there is no real treatment
for sickle-cell anemia.
“What they try to do is to counsel people who
are carriers,” he said, since two people who are both
sickle-cell anemia carriers may have children born
with the condition.
The SJSU Student Health Center recommends
that people with sickle-cell anemia maintain good
general health through diet and exercise, avoid
stress, limit strenuous activity and be careful of
infection from cuts and bruises.
The center also encourages potential sicklecell anemia carriers to get tested and to inform
themselves about the condition.
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Davis joins Schwarzenegger
on ‘Jay Leno’ to endorse
propositions 57, 58
LOS ANGELES — Politics
made for particularly strange bedfellows Monday night as Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger and the man he
helped drive from office turned up
on “The Tonight Show With Jay
Leno’’ to trade quips and campaign
for a $15 billion state budget bailout
measure.
Schwarzenegger, who used “The
Tonight Show’’ to announce he
would be a candidate to replace
former Gov. Gray Davis in last year’s
recall election, told Leno the two are
now good friends. The former movie
star said he’s even been advising
Davis about a possible acting career.
“He’s helped me a lot with
acting, particularly with my pronunciation,’’ said Davis, going on to
mimic one of the Austrian-accented
Schwarzenegger’s signature movie
lines, “I’ll be back.’’
“You have to do it with the
Terminator glasses,’’ Schwarzenegger quipped, referring to the dark
sunglasses he donned for his
“Terminator’’ films.
Schwarzenegger and Leno both
feigned surprise when Davis walked
on stage as the talk show host was
interviewing the governor.
“I hope you are here plugging
my Proposition 57 and 58,’’ Schwarzenegger said to laughter.
“I am for 57 and 58,’’ Davis said.
“But if you think this is a surprise,
wait until Gary Coleman comes out
here.’’
Coleman, the former child star,
was one of the 135 candidates on the
ballot to replace Davis in the recall

CLASSIFIEDS

The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper

EMPLOYMENT
SO. VALLEY FAMILY YMCA
is hiring a Teen Program Staff
Position. Work w/teens in a
recreational setting. Assist
w/hmwrk, cmptrs, games
mentoring, etc. Flexible hrs,
M–F, 3–8pm. Up to 19 hrs/
wk. Call Sarah: 226-9622 or
shjackson@scvymca.org
www.scvymca.org
RECEPTIONIST For Dental
Office. P/T. Near Valley Fair.
Will train the right candidate.
Must be pleasant and eager to
learn. Call Sue: 408-691-0495

LIFEGUARDS- Instructional
Lifeguards- Aquatic Specialists.
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks
part or full time in San Jose.
Mon–Sat $10.30–13.50/hr.
Call Elise 408-295-0228.
Resume : jobs@esba.org or
Fax 408-275-9858 or mail
730 Empey Way San Jose 95128

WAREHOUSE/DELIVERY
Opening for dependable,
hardworking, detail oriented
fine furniture handler/driver.
Clean DMV record required.
Fax resume to 408-395-8147
or call 408-354-6941 ex. 50
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business
Perfect for Students!
Earn $250 every weekend!
Must have reliable truck or
van Heavy lifting is required
408-292-7876
WANTED SPRING/SUMMER
INTERNS. Must be rebels,
innovators, dissenters. Seeking
leadership outside the box. Avg

$14.75/HR + BONUSES. Pass pay $13,300. Call 888-450-9675 or
out flyers & cards. Promotions twestbrook01@collegeworks.com
work. Call 877-501-3356
RECREATION JOBS AT THE
FUN JOB!
CALL NOW! LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
Parttime work with flexible hours REC DEPT. Positions Open
Now For Leaders. Afterschool
(5-30 hours per week)
Elem. Sch. Age Child Care
Customer sales/service positions
Recreation/ Enrichment
Programs. P/T, M-F 2-6pm & T•HIGH STARTING PAY
TH 2-6pm Positions available.
•Internships possible
Pay Range: $7.83-$11.32 hour,
•All majors may apply
•Scholarships awarded annually starting depending on exp. No
ECE units req. Call Kathy 408•Some conditions apply
867-6348
•No experience necessary
•Training provided
Guarantee your summer job now!

CALL 615-1500 10am- 4 pm
*www.workforstudents.com/sjsu

WANTED: Fitness Instructors
& Karate Assistant. Call: 408971-4760 or email:ccikasports
@campcarter.net
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!

Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls and private events. FT/PT
available. We will work around
your busy school schedule.
Must have clean DMV. Lots of
fun & earn good money. Call
408-867-7275.
SAN JOSE MORTGAGE FIRM
is looking for highly motivated
individuals for upward bound
application origination position.
This is an entry level telemarketing position. This position
is commission only with great
earning potential. Contact
Community One Financial
Services: Brian Pham 408472-6082 or email: brianpham
communityone-fs.com
Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional
information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete information before sending money
for goods or services. In addition, readers should carefully
investigate all firms offering
employment listings or coupons for discount vacations
or merchand i se.

MARKETING & ADV. MANAGER

Creative genius, energetic &
motivated to make lots of
money with Real Estate Co.
Knows how to, what to, &
where to advertise to get maximum home sellers leads. Flex
hours. Jeffrey 408-241-8160

WANTED:Student to head
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL
firm’s mrkting group. $17-19/hr
help needed for small exclusive
Call 1-800-757-9917
shop & kennel. P/T, Tues-Sat.
Must be reliable, honest, able
to do physical work. Prefer exp
SERVICES
working w/ dogs, but will train.
Great oppty for dog lover. Can FRATERNITIES • SORORITIES
Fax resume to 408-377-0109
• CLUBS • STUDENT GROUPS
or Call 371-9115
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this
semester with a proven
VALET PARKING Now hiring
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
for Part-time positions in the
fundraising event. Our free
San Jose & Los Gatos area. We
programs make fundraising
provide valet service for hotels
easy with no risks. Fundraisand special events. Flexible
ing dates are filling quickly, so
schedules, mostly evenings and
getwith the program! It works.
weekends. Must be neat, well
Contact CampusFundraiser @
groomed, & be able to provide
(888) 923-3238, or visit
excellent customer service.
www.campusfundraiser.com
Applicants must be able to drive
a 5-speed transmission and have EDITING BY PROFESSIONAL
a valid CDL with a good DMV
Writer/Editor. Term papers,
record. Starting pay is $7.00/hr
theses, reports. 12 yrs. busiplus tips. Please call 925-934ness & technical experience.
7275 Signature Parking Services Accurate & efficient. I also do
newsletters & resumes. Ellen:
LIVE-IN CAREGIVER: Hope
408-972-0319
Services needs live-in caregivers for persons with develPROFESSIONAL EDITING
opmental disabilities in San
For your term paper or thesis.
Jose. Qualified applicants will
Experienced, efficient, relihave a CDL, auto insurance,
ably exacting. I will meet your
a clean DMV record, and a
deadline.
car. Professional or personal
CALL Grace 831-252-1108 or
experience working with someevagrace@aol.com
one witha disability is a plus.
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
Interest and a caring attitude
are essential. Caregivers earn (includes cosmetic) $69.00 per year
Save 30%–60%. For info call:
hrly wage to be available to
1-800-655-3225 or
support the client’s needs 9pm
www.studentdental.com or
-9am, 5 nights/wk, & pay small
www.goldenwestdental.com
fee for rent. To apply call Carly
@ 408-282-0433 or email
cwells @ hopeservices.org. All NEED A VIDEO FOR A SPECIAL
majors welcome! EOE/AA Visit Occasion, digital photography services or graphic design? Infinite
www.hopeservice.org to learn
Visions has great deals on wedmore about HOPE
dings, quinceaneras, graduations, or any special event video
EGG DONORS NEEDED!
Healthy females ages 18–31 need. Picture portfolios are also
available at a low cost. Put a
Donate to infertile couples
some of the many eggs your slide show of your pictures on
DVD with your favorite song
body disposes monthly.
playing at the same time. For
COMPENSATION $5,000
Call Reproductive Solutions now more info. call: 408-885-0757
or 408-561-2710
818-832-1494

FREE BOOK on Past Lives,
Dreams and Soul Travel from
ECKANKAR. Call toll-free
recording 1-877-411-1800 or
www.eckankar.org/Free Book

SHARED HOUSING

election.
Asked to evaluate Schwarzenegger’s performance as governor, Davis
quipped, “He’s certainly doing a
better job than he did in ‘Hercules in
New York,’ ” a reference to the actor’s
first, and arguably worst, film.
The Republican Schwarzenegger
and Democrat Davis hatched the
idea of a joint appearance to promote
the measures over a recent dinner,
according to aides for both men.
If approved by voters Tuesday,
Proposition 57 would pay down the
state’s debt and help close next year’s
projected budget shortfall.
The measure is paired with
Proposition 58, which would create
a reserve fund and restrict future
borrowing by legislators.
Both measures need to pass for
either to be enacted.
Schwarzenegger has campaigned
aggressively for the measures, warning of “Armageddon cuts’’ to state
services if they fail. Davis, who was
recalled largely because of the state’s
fiscal crisis, has also spoken in favor
of the measures.
Since the recall, Schwarzenegger
and Davis have socialized occasionally and spoken by telephone several
times. Monday night marked their
first public appearance together
since Schwarzenegger’s November
inauguration.
“Gov. Davis and Gov. Schwarzenegger have enjoyed a cordial
relationship and Gov. Davis has been
a class act through this entire thing,’’
said Schwarzenegger spokesman
Rob Stutzman.

PHN: 408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu

2 Bdrm Apartment-$1100/mo.
* Move-in Bonus
* Security type Building
* Secure Prking, Laundry
* Close to Campus
* Modern Building
* Recent Remodel
Village Apartments
576 S. Fifth St. (408) 295-6893

2 RMS AVAIL IN 4BDRM HSE.
1 w/prvt ba. 15 min from SJSU.
Full access: Kit, Lvgrm, Dngrm, *GREAT FOR ROOMMATES!!*
Large 3 bd-$1199/mo. Large
Lrg Bkyrd. W/D on site. Nonsmoker. 408-528-0411
2 bd-$999/mo. Large 1 bd$749/mo. Will work with you
SHARE A HOUSE!! 10 MIN.
FROM SJSU, $500/MO. + UTL. on deposit. 2 blocks from
Avail. NOW. Lots of PKG. W/D SJSU. Water/Trash paid. Parking
on site. Call 408-394-3409
available. Washer/ Dryer on
site. Cats OK. Well managed
RENTAL HOUSING student bldg. 408-378-1409.

DOWNTOWN APT. FOR RENT
For as little as $695.00/mo.
a newly remodeled 1bd/1ba
apartment could be yours!
Located near SJSU in bustling
N.16TH STUDIO. Ref. PD. W/ Downtown, making it perfect
T/Y/PGE. #556 Guest House. for students. Further conve$895.00, W/D. Yard. 264-0871 niences this apartment includes
are laundry facilities and easy
BOBBASSORJP.COM
access to Bay Area freeways.
Please contact John at 4082BDRM/1BA. Walk to SJSU.
947-0803 for showing. Ask
$1000. New Carpets, Laundry, about STUDENT SPECIAL!
Parking. Call 408-559-1356
TIRED OF SHARING
A BATHROOM??
DUPLEX FOR RENT, 4 bdrm,
2ba, 244 E Julian/6th, Ref, N/P Come see our huge 2 bedroom, 2 full bath, over 1000
ULTRM, Upper, 1250 SQ.FT.
sq. foot apt. Walking distance
$1850-AGT-408-264-0871
to campus. Newly Remodeled. Parking. Security Gate.
DECORATOR APT, UNIQUE Substantially larger than others!
Spanish Revival charm. We are $1200/mo. 408-947-0803
looking for a long term, financially responsible person who is
OPPORTUNITIES
clean, quiet & sober. 1 bedroom
with den, hardwood floors. This
S.F. style flat has a yard plus Get Paid For Your Opinions!
1 off-street parking. Individual Earn $15-125 & more per survey!
private front & rear entrances. www.paidonlinesurveys.com
$900+/-. 551–553 So. 6th St.
Bartender trainees needed
Look, then call 408-286-0596
$250/day potential. Local
positions. 1-800-293-3985 X559
LIVE 1 BLK FROM CAMPUS
Lrg 2 bd/1.5 ba on 9th. $1095.
Quiet/New Remodel. 309-9554
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MAKE MONEY taking OnLine
Surveys. Earn $10-125 for
Srvys. $25-250 for Focus Grps.
www.cash4students.com/sjsu

WANTED: 23 Students. Get
paid $$$ to lose up to 30 lbs in
the next 30 days!!! Call (408)
777-9616

ADVERTISE IN THE
SPARTAN DAILY
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Chair denies rumors of aviation department’s demise
By Mansur Mirovalev
Daily Staff Writer
The aviation department at San Jose State University
is the only public school that offers a bachelor’s of science
degree in aviation west of the Mississippi, said an aviation
freshman, who preferred to remain anonymous.
He asked that his name not be mentioned because he
was talking about perceived problems the department has
been going through recently, and he said he “does not want
to suffer the consequences.”
“As it stands now, the department does not have a future,” said the anonymous student, who transferred to SJSU
last fall. “Classes are being canceled, the whole curriculum
has been changed, and I am afraid the whole department
will be closed down.”
Patricia Backer, the department chair, denies all speculations about the possible closing of the department.
“Every couple of months the rumor gets put around by
the students or faculty,” Backer said. “I don’t know how many
times I have to say the aviation degree is not closing.”
The SJSU aviation program began in the mid-1930s,
according to a greeting letter every new aviation student
receives. It operates at the Norman Y. Mineta San Jose
International Airport and on the SJSU campus.
One of the department’s graduates was Jason M. Dahl,
who piloted United Airlines Flight 93 on Sept. 11, 2001.
Currently the department offers degrees in aviation
operations, management, avionics and maintenance management, but maintenance management is on its way

COLOR |

out, according to Ian E. Abbott, an aviation operations/
maintenance management major.
Abbott thinks the leadership of the department should
show more interest toward the future of the aviation
program.
“I would prefer the department’s leadership to be aggressively enthusiastic about the
subject,” Abbott said. “But I have
not seen that kind of attitude.”
Abbott is going to be among
the last graduates of the maintenance management program. This
semester is his only chance to get a
degree, he said.
“If anything goes wrong and I
will have to miss a semester, I’ll be
unable to complete the program,”
Abbott said. “It is a constant source
of stress.”
Backer was appointed the
chair of the aviation department
in 2001, according to her resume
posted online. She has degrees
in psychology, education, mathematics, school administration and
chemical engineering.
“I was selected as chair from the industrial technology
side of the family,” Backer said.
According to the anonymous student, the new chair is
the major cause of problems in the department.
“The professors that teach the courses are great, and the

“If anything goes
wrong and I will have
to miss a semester, I’ll
be unable to complete
the program.”
- Ian E. Abbott,
aviation operations major

‘Humans are very homogenous’

continued from page 1
scientific evidence, ” she said. “Color
matters because we choose to make
it matter.”
The importance of outward
appearance
Webster’s Dictionary defines
race as “any of the different varieties
or populations of human beings
distinguished by physical traits such
as hair, eyes, skin color, body shape,
etc.”
According to Daniel GeorgesAbeyie, chair of the African
American studies department, many
people associate outward appearance,
such as skin color and facial features,
with “race.”
“When we talk about race, it
means different things to different
people, ” he said. “I think what happens is that people confuse race with
ethnicity, and ethnicity is probably
someone’s fairly distorted concept
of the biology of race plus place of
origin plus culture.”
The dictionary defines ethnicity as “ethnic classification or
affiliation.”
Robert Jurmain, an anthropology professor, said it is natural for
humans to categorize others by their
outward appearance.
“Humans are very homogenous
as a species. Most people don’t recognize that because they concentrate
on visual features,” he said. “You
categorize people as people you
know and strangers.”
Dawn Lee, activities coordinator
at the Mosaic Cross Cultural Center,
said perceptions about race and skin
color very much determine how
people treat each other.
Lee said claims about the nonexistence of race are misleading in a
society full of racial inequality.
“That’s all fine and good, but
what are you going to say to a black
man when one in six black men are
incarcerated?” she asked. “We’d like
to think we should be colorblind, but
that’s not the reality we live with.”
“Dialogue of dishonesty”
Lee said that people are trying
to create equality just by making
blanket statements, such as “race
doesn’t matter.”
According to Georges-Abeyie,
many people deny the fact that
skin color and facial features are an
important factor in their perception
and judgment of others.
“People are trying to show that
they’re not bigoted, but the very
statement itself shows awareness of
race or maybe even obsession with
phenotypic (based on exterior characteristics) or cultural difference,”
he said.
Georges-Abeyie said it is naïve
for people to pretend not to be ethnocentric or see racial difference.
“When people say ‘I don’t see race
when I see you,’ I either think liar or
delusional or very naïve,” he said.
Lindsey Stewart, a graduate
student working on a teaching
credential, said for her race is just
not an issue.
“I don’t see people as being
different races. I see a person as a
person,” she said. “I recognize that
culturally we might be different, but
as a person, we’re all the same.”
Mai Nguyen, a business major,
said while categorizing people by
race might be something done by
older generations, young people,
especially in the Bay Area, don’t
pick and choose their friends by skin

color anymore.
“Younger generations now, they
mix more,” the freshman said.
But Georges-Abeyie said that
young people are no different in
their “dialogue of dishonesty.”
“I hear people in this part of
the state love to say ‘Race isn’t
significant,’ ” he said, “but the vast
majority of people within the Bay
(Area) still interact within racial and
ethnic categories.”
This phenomenon, GeorgesAbeyie said, is especially visible on
San Jose State University’s ethnically
diverse campus.
“This is the most diverse and
least interactive campus I have ever
seen,” he said.
When he takes a walk across
campus, he said, he sees people
separated by ethnic categories. He
sees people dating, choosing their
friends and even just sitting down
for lunch mainly within their own
ethnicities.
Lenisha Chaffin, who is doublemajoring in psychology and pre-law,
said she didn’t pick her friends based
on whether they are black or not.
“My best friend is Chinese,” the
junior said.
Still, she does have a lot more
black friends, Chaffin said, because
you just “flock to who is like you.”
Acknowledging diversity
According to Lee, making a
commitment to understanding the
importance of diversity, rather than
hiding behind cliched phrases, is an
important first step toward eliminating discrimination.
Race can be a very positive thing,
she said.
“Frankly I would love to be in a
world where people can walk around
and be proud of their identity,” she
said.
“It’s more about appreciating our
differences than doing the politically
correct thing, which often prevents
us from talking openly and honestly
to each other, ” she said.
According to Georges-Abeyie,
there has been a shift from “de jure”
(legally sanctioned) racism to “de
facto” (existing, but without legal
sanction) racism in the United States
over the past decades.
The dialogue of dishonesty, he
said, has intensified de facto racism
and its outcomes, which are reflected
in many aspects of American society.
One in three black males and one
in four Hispanics between the age of
13 and 27 are incarcerated, he said.
Such discrepancies also exist
among whites, Georges-Abeyie said,
with the number of incarcerations
being disproportionately higher
among Eastern Europeans, Russian
Jews and Irish Catholics than among
Protestant-English persons.
He said the judicial system is an
exaggerated reflection of racial discrepancies within American society,
with non-whites being treated more
harshly than whites, especially if
prosecuted for acts against whites.
Eighty-one percent of people
on death row, Georges-Abeyie said,
killed a white person. In California,
he said, there is a disproportionately
high sentencing of non-whites under
the three-strikes legislation.
Chaffin agreed that while unconcealed racism in the United States
has become rare, covert racism is still
very much a reality.
“Personally, I had a class in
high school where I was in honors
English, and the teacher felt that
I couldn’t do the work,” the junior

problem deals with Patricia Backer, the chair,” the anonymous student said. “Professor Backer has no knowledge or
past experience with aviation and is more into the technical
studies.”
On July 1, 2002, the SJSU departments of aviation and
technology under the College of Engineering merged, according to the department Web site.
Last fall, the curriculum at the
aviation department was changed,
Backer said, and it now includes more
business-oriented classes.
“The industry people — representatives from aviation companies,
airlines and airports — are very
happy about the new curriculum,”
Backer said.
For the anonymous student, who
was studying under the old curriculum, the new schedule has become a
source of frustration.
“Classes have been dropped
under me,” he said. “I am going to
be delayed a good two semesters of
my degree.”
Scott Yelich, assistant professor
in the department of aviation and technology, said there
would be no delays or additions of units to the old program.
Yelich has been teaching in the department for more than
20 years.
“New courses are replacing the courses that are being
phased out,” Yelich said. “There is a translation sheet at our

said.
Chaffin, who was the only black
student in the class, said she never
confronted her teacher, but she knew
that she was discriminated against
because she is black.
According to political science
lecturer Elena Dorabji, the idea of
different people being of different
“worth” is still very much ingrained
in the social reality of the United
States, a competitive society that is
addicted to wealth and success.
“We still believe in people (being) better and (worth more) than
others,” she said. “We’re not willing
to acknowledge that playing the race
card is an easy way to do this.”
Dorabji said racism in the United
States is especially manifested in the
inequality of opportunities children
have from birth.
“There is still a lot of underlying
racism in America, and it’s perpetuated by an unequal opportunity
system in the first few years of life,”
she said.
Change, she said, can only be
achieved by providing children
under 5 with universal, top-quality
child care.
“You don’t just say that race
doesn’t matter — you need to
demonstrate that,” Dorabji said.
Georges-Abeyie agreed.
“We can sing ‘Kumbaya’
until we die — it’s not gonna change
America,” he said.
People won’t change their
perceptions simply because others
say it’s wrong, Georges-Abeyie said.
Equally, simply claiming that race
or color doesn’t matter won’t lead to
progress.
“I believe that you must continue
to make people aware of the dialogue
of dishonesty, so people are honest
about how race plays out,” he
said. “We can’t change things for
the better until we can show the
benefits of an ethnically reasonable
and sensitive society.”
The key to eliminating inequality and discrimination, he said, is to
establish benefits for those who are
in power as well as those who seek
power.
During the 1960s, GeorgesAbeyie said, it was ultimately the
boycotts throughout the South that
made power brokers realize that it
was to their advantage to bring blacks
into the economic mainstream.
“That’s what changed America,”
he said, “not Martin Luther King
saying it’s wrong to be prejudiced.”
But changing people who have
been socialized to think along
racial lines and changing perceptions
which have been ingrained in society
for such a long time is a long process,
Georges-Abeyie said.
Chaffin said she doesn’t see any
major changes coming within the
foreseeable future. As for scientific
findings that all humans, regardless
of “race” or skin color, are biologically
pretty much the same, she said they
could have little impact on change.
“It’s a good finding,” she said,
“but it’s gonna take more than that
to change things.”

Web page that shows what new course will substitute the
old course.”
Backer said 90 percent of students in aviation used to take
“at least three” business classes as part of their electives.
“We picked certain business classes that the advisory
board has told us would be good for people going into airport management or avionics,” Backer said.
According to the greeting letter, the aviation department
has “a rich tradition of close student-facility relations and
one of the most expensive laboratories in the country.”
Now access to the labs is restricted, said senior aviation
major Gregory Custus.
Future flight engineers use a non-operational Boeing
747 with the SJSU mascot on the tail located at the aviation center, Custus said, but access to the plane has been
extremely limited.
The chair herself is also not accessible, Custus said.
The anonymous student agreed.
“You can’t even make an appointment with her anymore,”
the anonymous student said. “One can communicate with
her only by e-mail.”
Backer shrugged her shoulders.
“I have two offices in two different departments,” she
said. “I spend half of my office hours in the aviation department, and no one comes to see me.”
Abbott, who hopes to graduate in May, said he would
like to see tensions eased.
“Somebody needs to step in or step up to change things
in the department,” Abbott said. “Otherwise, half a century
of reputation in aviation is about to disappear.”

Taking notes ...

Nicholas R. Wright / Daily Staff
Jack Godwin plays “Sounds From the Hudson” on his trumpet while waiting for rehearsal with the San
Jose State University Choraliers in the Music building on Thursday. Godwin, a 1982 SJSU graduate in music,
sings with the SJSU Choraliers, a 34-voice chamber choir.

Corrections
An article that appeared in the Spartan Daily on Thursday, Feb. 26 incorrectly identified Rogel Jon Esguerra as a
member of the Theta Chi fraternity. He is actually a Sigma Pi member.
The Daily regrets the error.
In a photo caption on Tuesday, Feb. 24, the Spartan Daily wrote that a calypso dance class was sponsored by the
Mosaic Cross Cultural Center.
The event was actually sponsored by the African Awareness Month Planning Committee.
The Daily regrets the error.

